
In order to establish lasting peace and security around the world and to 
bring about development, there must be an end to the source oi the -actor o 

At the present stage disarmament or arms control ~s net .
immediate priority because they 'do not have an immense 

are they able to take part in the arms 
However, international relations today oblige 

This is because comprehensive

dis turbance. 
developing countries an 
quantity of weapons to reduce, 
race, as the great Powers are.
them to attach great importance to disarmament. , _and global disarmament is vital for them, given the history of colonization 
armed forces, the two major world wars that covered the ^be, severe hund - 
of clashes and violent postwar conflicts - here_i wouiü ;ike ^ s s - a. 
almost 170 armed conflicts, large and small, which have .crowed mora Jhan 
four decades of the postwar period, have broken out, all of them m .he 
developing countries - and the current state of affairs under the permanent 
deveiopi g ^ latter do not need the circumstances in which

from

nor

which they must suffer directly or indirectly. In short, this is tantamount 
to saying that it is incumbent upon the developed countries m genera 
nuclear-weapon State, in particular, beginning with the super-Powers to be in 
, position, indeed to have the duty, to establish in the sphere of d aamament 

international climate of peace for humanity. With this in * .i destruction of chemical weapons arrivedsuch an
;!lb7th=hL^=:rso™ th:„;:s:w:rs, ând tto s^ms t».? «
intermediate nuclear fortes and the START Treaty, and we also appreciate^the^ 
signing of the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in ^rop . v

aware, such occurrences did not come about because o t e a wm of
individuals, but were the result of a policy following t e p .theAuthorities. Consequently, we are persuaded that it is only when not only 
their political promise, whether in the case of a treaty, a convention or
agreement, has een implemented as quickly as possioie, outtheAiultilateral 
been extended t a great many other sectors and regions, . 
negotiations on disarmament will easily attain their fina -

Mr. RI (Democratic People's Republic of Korea) (translated from French): 
Allow me first of all, Mr. President, to congratulate you warmly on taking up 
the presidency of the Conference on Disarmament at this important stage and to

climate from those that preceded it in recent years. Internationally, where 
tens ons are diminishing and confrontation is giving way to reconciliation and 
coop ration, the peoples of the world no 1 nger wish to return to the cold 
war! but ardently desire real disarmament eing brought about as quickly as 
possible in order to maintain security and lasting peace. Most particularly, 
having witnessed the development of the situation that ar se before and during 
the Gulf war, which took place under the threat of the us of nuclear an 
chemical weapons, they aspire to seeing the day come soon when our planet 
be free for ever from power politics and sophisticated war material. whic“ caused immeasurable misfortune and suffering to a great many innocenthave
inhabitants of that region.
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